U-City Footprints

1. Commodity Export Sector
   Integrated and structured commodity-export sector based on Agriculture, Solid Minerals and Tourism for Sustainable Economy and Trade Ecosystem.

2. Co-Active Structure
   Run an Interdependency Cooperation model between Investors, Micro, Small, Medium and Corporation Enterprises (MSMCEs) for the Development and Trade.

3. Co-Living Structure
   Development of a masterplan community within the vicinity of the source of the commodity for people to live and also for the development of the area.

4. Cultural Preservation
   Preservation of the host Community ways of life and their ancestral land including land ownership right to remain with the Community.

5. Environmental Protection
   Preservation of green areas, water and wildlife; Local food sourcing; Adoption of eco-friendly infrastructure including Energy and Transportation.

6. Community Integration
   Incorporation of the hosting Community, including the Community Farmers, Miners and Artisans under Community Integration Scheme into the new Commodity-Export structure.

7. Human Capacity Development
   Human Capacity Development, for the Community and the Workforce, through the adoption of numerous stimulating learning techniques with ability to learn in local languages.

8. Ethical Common Ground
   Guaranteeing Fair and Ethical Trade Culture, Respect of Local Culture, Protection of Local Industries, Gender Equality and Good Healthcare System for All.

9. Housing Scheme
   Provision of quality, adequate and affordable housing with the amenities, based on Freehold Life Estate, Shared Ownership and Short Tenancy Housing Scheme.

10. Farming Structure
    Farming is based on Mechanised and Technology driven Communal Farming structure, with farm lot allocated to every farmer as an Independent Farmer.

11. Mining Structure
    Mining is based on shared mining license on a mine site and a monthly quantity allocation of mined products for the duration of the licence. Products can be sold individually.

12. Smart Technology
    Adoption of Smart Technologies, including Cloud Networking, Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence Blockchain to drive every city and its commodity sectors.